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SUMMARY
Pluripotent stem cells display significant heterogeneity in gene expression, but whether this diversity is an inherent feature of the plurip-

otent state remains unknown. Single-cell gene expression analysis in cell subsets defined by surface antigen expression revealed that

human embryonic stem cell cultures exist as a continuum of cell states, even under defined conditions that drive self-renewal. The

majority of the population expressed canonical pluripotency transcription factors and could differentiate into derivatives of all three

germ layers. A minority subpopulation of cells displayed high self-renewal capacity, consistently high transcripts for all pluripotency-

related genes studied, and no lineage priming. This subpopulation was characterized by its expression of a particular set of intercellular

signaling molecules whose genes shared common regulatory features. Our data support a model of an inherently metastable self-renew-

ing population that gives rise to a continuum of intermediate pluripotent states, which ultimately become primed for lineage specifica-

tion.
INTRODUCTION

The defining features of pluripotent stem cells (PSCs),

whether they originate from germ cell tumors, from the

embryo, or through cellular reprogramming, are their

abilities to undergo self-renewal and to give rise to all of

the tissues of the body. However, this straightforward oper-

ational definition of pluripotency has been complicated in

recent years by the revelation that there are a number of

distinct cellular states that display these features. In the

mouse, the species in which our understanding of PSCs is

most advanced (Nichols and Smith, 2012; Tesar et al.,

2007), there are two widely recognized states of pluripo-

tency, referred to as naive and primed states, corresponding

to distinct stages of peri-implantation embryonic develop-

ment. Strong pharmacological suppression of the primary

signaling pathways that drive differentiation enables the

maintenance of mouse embryonic stem cells (ESCs) from

the preimplantation epiblast in a naive state of pluripo-

tency, defined as a fully unrestricted state that possesses

the flexibility to give rise to all embryonic lineages and to

form germline chimeras (Ying et al., 2008). PSCs isolated

from a later stage of development, the postimplantation

epiblast, are known as epiblast stem cells (Brons et al.,

2007; Tesar et al., 2007). These cells lack the ability to

form chimeras when introduced into preimplantation em-
Ste
bryos but will give rise to teratomas when injected into

host animals and can colonize all tissues including the

germline when assayed in postimplantation embryo

cultures in vitro (Huang et al., 2012). Besides the disparity

in developmental potential in vivo, there are other signifi-

cant differences between these two types of PSCs, both in

terms of gene expression and their requirements for stem

cell maintenance. Importantly, epiblast stem cells display

more marked expression of genes associated with early

germ layer formation (Tesar et al., 2007).

The question of what development state primate ESCs

equate to has never been clearly resolved. Early work on

cell lines from human germ cell tumors, confirmed by

studies on monkey and human ESCs, showed clearly

that primate PSCs differ in phenotype from mouse terato-

carcinoma or mouse ESCs (Pera et al., 2000). By contrast,

mouse epiblast stemcells resemblehumanESCs inmany re-

spects. However, there are also some significant differences

between these two cell types. Gafni et al. (2013) recently re-

ported cell-culture conditions that support maintenance of

human PSCs in a naive-like state, with high levels of plurip-

otency-associated gene expression, minimal expression of

lineage-specific genes, and a high capacity for self-renewal.

Chan et al. (2013) also described conditions that support

maintenance of naive human PSCs, which showed strong

coexpression of GATA6 and NANOG, similar to epiblast
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cells. The cell types described by these two groups were

similar to mouse naive PSCs but were different in some

aspects, in particular, in their requirement for nodal/activin

and FGF signaling for stem cell maintenance.

Efforts to understand the states of pluripotency in

different species are complicated by heterogeneity in ESC

and epiblast stem cell lines, and by the existence of subpop-

ulations of cells in both mouse and human ESC cultures

that display lineage priming, or the coexpression of plurip-

otency and lineage-specific genes (Enver et al., 2009; Marti-

nez Arias and Brickman, 2011; Nichols and Smith, 2009).

Though the occurrence of heterogeneity in ESC popula-

tions in vitro and in the embryo in vivo is now widely

accepted, recent results on mouse ESCs challenge the

notion that it is an inherent feature of the pluripotent state

(Marks et al., 2012). Marks et al. (2012) have shown that

compared to cells maintained in serum-supplemented

medium, in mouse ESC cultures strictly maintained in a

naive state of pluripotency, heterogeneity in expression

of key pluripotency genes was vastly reduced, coexpression

of pluripotency and lineage-specific genes was strongly

suppressed, and the bivalent chromatin marks seen in

cells grown under conventional conditions, thought to

reflect a type of molecular priming for differentiation, are

reduced. Thus, recent debate has focused on whether

heterogeneity is inherent to PSCs, or whether it is simply

a function of the microenvironment of the stem cell under

particular conditions of growth in vitro (MacArthur and

Lemischka, 2013; Smith, 2013).

We have previously shown that human ESC cultures

maintained in serum-supplemented medium on feeder

cell layer support consist of a hierarchy of cells defined by

a continuum of levels of expression of stem cell surface

antigens and pluripotency-specific genes (Laslett et al.,

2007). Heterogeneity and lineage priming are most mean-

ingfully evaluated at the single-cell level. Examination of
Figure 1. Cluster Analysis of Single-Cell Gene Expression Analysi
Conditions and Isolated by Fluorescence-Activated Cell Sorting
ESCs maintained under conditions that support self-renewal were harve
cytometry. Single-cell gene expression analysis was carried out using
(A) Subpopulations of human ESCs fractionated by fluorescence-activa
and CD9 (double stain) or GCTM2, CD9, and EPCAM (triple stain). For the
mid, low, and negative), and, for the triple stain, gates were set to i
(B, C, and E) Fuzzy cluster analysis of single-cell gene expression of
(B) Fuzzy cluster analysis of cells grown in FCS condition and separat
(C) Fuzzy cluster analysis of single-cell gene expression of human E
carried out as indicated in (A) and (B) but only triple-high, high, an
(D) Isolation of the top subpopulation of cells grown in mTeSR condit
populations, and then cells in the highest first percentile for GCTM-2
(E) Fuzzy cluster analysis of single-cell gene expression of human ESC
out as indicated in (A) and (D) but only top, high, and mid subpopu
In (B), (C), and (E), each symbol is a single cell with flow cytometry su
shape. See also Figure S1 and Tables S1 and S3.

Ste
the expression of a small panel of pluripotency and line-

age-specific genes at the single-cell level provided evidence

for heterogeneity in pluripotency gene expression, and for

lineage priming in the stem cell population (Hough et al.,

2009). Here, we extend this quantitative analysis of gene

expression at the single-cell level to a much larger panel

of genes, using more sensitive assays, and relate it to key

biological features of ESCs. We further compare hetero-

geneity of human ESC cultures under different growth con-

ditions. The results show that the capacity for self-renewal

lies in a restricted subset of cells marked by expression of a

key set of genes associated with cell-cell interactions. Using

a selective combination of cell surface markers, we describe

the prospective isolation of aminority cell populationwith

high levels of self-renewal, high and uniform levels of

expression of pluripotency-associated genes, and no line-

age priming, features of the naive state.
RESULTS

Heterogeneity in Single-Cell Gene Expression in

Human ESC Cultures Defines Cellular Subpopulations

Colonies of human ESCs grown on a mouse embryo fibro-

blast feeder cell layer in the presence of fetal-calf-serum-

supplemented medium (FCS condition) show a gradient

of stem cell surface antigen expression (Laslett et al.,

2007), with the highest antigen expression found in cells

on the outer perimeter. This gradient of stem cell surface

antigen expression allows fractionation of the population

by flow cytometry into subsets of cells using the mono-

clonal antibodies GCTM-2 (which recognizes a large

pericellular matrix proteoglycan that bears the TRA-1-60

antigen) and TG30 (anti-CD9). The subset of cells express-

ing the highest levels of GCTM-2 and CD9 could be further

fractionated with antibodies to EPCAM (Figure 1A). To
s of Subpopulations of Human ESCs Grown in Three Cell-Culture

sted and fractionated into the indicated cell subpopulations by flow
qRT-PCR.
ted cell sorting (FACS) according to an expression gradient of GCTM2
double stain, cells were gated into four fractions (GCTM2/CD9 high,
solate the GCTM2/CD9/EPCAM triple-high population.
human ESC subpopulations.
ed according to cell surface marker expression as in (A).
SC populations grown in KSR/FGF2 condition. Flow cytometry was
d mid subpopulations were analyzed.
ion. Cells were sorted as shown in Figure 1A to obtain high and mid
, CD9, and EPCAM staining were isolated.
populations grown in mTeSR condition. Flow cytometry was carried
lations were analyzed.
bpopulations indicated by color and cluster membership by symbol
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characterize these cell subpopulations at the single-cell

level, the flow-sorted cells were subjected to single-cell

gene expression analysis by quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-

PCR) using the Fluidigm microfluidics system, which

enables parallel medium throughput analysis in nanoliter

volume wells. The panel of genes that we studied encodes

growth factors, receptors, and transcription factors

involved in the maintenance of pluripotency, as well as

transcription factors that mediate early specification into

somatic and extraembryonic lineages (Table S1 available

online). Some geneswere included in the panel on the basis

of our prior work that indicated they were strongly ex-

pressed in the high population.

As we have previously shown, a continuous hierarchy of

cell surface marker expression across the population was

paralleled by a continuum of gene expression. Neverthe-

less, fuzzy clustering showed that expression levels of this

panel of genes could indeed distinguish the cell popula-

tions identified by flow cytometry, with the GCTM-2HIGH

CD9HIGHEPCAMHIGH (triple high) and GCTM-2HIGH

CD9HIGH (high) populations clustering out from the

GCTM-2MIDCD9MID (mid), GCTM-2LOWCD9LOW (low),

and GCTM-2NEGATIVECD9NEGATIVE (negative) populations.

Figure 1B displays this analysis for cells grown in FCS con-

ditions. The majority of the triple-high and high popula-

tions fell into clusters 1 and 2, most of the mid population

fell into clusters 3 and 5, and the low and negative cells

were found mainly in cluster 4.

Previously, we showed that human ESCs grown in media

supplemented with FGF-2 and/or activin showed a much

higher proportion of cells in the high compartment

defined by flow cytometry than cultures grown in serum

(Hough et al., 2009). Therefore, we assessed patterns of

gene expression at the single-cell level in cultures grown

in serum replacement and FGF2 with feeder cell support

(KSR/FGF condition). Because these culture conditions

result in a shift of the population into triple-high, high,

and mid sectors, compared to cells grown in serum, we

analyzed only these subgroups at the single-cell level (Fig-

ure 1C), though the methodology for cell sorting was iden-

tical. Cells in the triple-high and high fractions segregated

predominantly into clusters 1 and 2, whereas most cells in

the mid population lay in cluster 3.

Poorly defined factors, elaborated by feeder cells or

contained in FBS or KSR, can contribute to extracellular

signaling and can drive lineage specification in addition

to promoting self-renewal. To assess whether stem cell

heterogeneity persists under defined conditions of cell

culture, we examined cells grown in mTeSR, a defined

media supplemented with fibroblast growth factor (FGF)-

2 and transforming growth factor (TGF)B1 (mTeSR condi-

tion). Although this medium is particularly effective in

supporting self-renewal and suppressing differentiation, a
884 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 2 j 881–895 j June 3, 2014 j ª2014 The Author
considerable degree of heterogeneity was still present in

the mTeSR cultures. Thus, flow cytometry analysis, carried

out as described for the high andmid populations grown in

FCS and KSR/FGF, revealed a spread in cell surface antigen

expression in ESCs in mTeSR (Figure 1D).

To refine further our definition of cells at the top of the

hierarchy grown in mTeSR conditions, we separated

another cell population, those cells in the top 1% of

GCTM-2, CD9, and EPCAM surface fluorescence (top

population, Figure 1D). Cluster analysis of gene expression

for cells grown in mTeSR conditions is shown in Figure 1E.

Cell clusters 1 in this analysis contained most of the top

and high population, whereas cluster 3 contained the

majority of the mid population.

Expression of Intercellular Signaling Molecules

Identifies a Subpopulation with Consistently High

Expression of Pluripotency-Associated Genes and No

Lineage Priming

Hierarchical cluster analysis also defined subsets of stem

cells on the basis of gene expression and identified different

gene expression patterns across the subpopulations. Data

for cells grown in the mTeSR conditions are shown in

Figure 2. Cell cluster C contained most of the top fraction,

whereas cell clusters A and B contained most cells in the

mid fraction. Genes in cluster 1, which includes the canon-

ical pluripotency-associated genes POU5F1, SOX2, and

NANOG, were expressed across the subpopulations. Genes

in cluster 3 distinguished the top and high populations

from the mid cells, and genes in cluster 2 distinguished

the top population from the others. Similar analysis of cells

grown in FCS and KSR/FGF2 conditions showed that a

common set of genes distinguished top, triple-high, and

high cells from mid cells in all growth conditions. These

genes encoded a specific set of proteins involved in inter-

cellular signaling (ACVR1B, GDF3, NODAL, LEFTY, CER1,

TDGF1, ERBB3, EPHA1, CDH3, HAS3, CD9, EPCAM, LCK).

Some cells grown in mTeSR also expressed lineage-specific

genes, such as GATA4, DKK1, and MIXL1.

In a previous study (Mar et al., 2011), we identified vari-

ance in gene expression between groups as a significant

parameter of the dynamics of cellular phenotype. Interest-

ingly, genes with high variance between groups (disease

versus control in our previous work) most often tended to

encode proteins involved in intercellular signaling.

To assess variance in the expression of genes across

our subpopulations, we depicted single-cell gene expres-

sion data in the form of violin plots, which display the

proportion of cells expressing specific levels of genes in a

subpopulation. We separated out three sets of genes (based

on the cluster analysis above), which proved particularly

informative in our comparison of the cellular subpopula-

tions: a set of genes that includes canonical pluripotency
s



Figure 2. Hierarchical Cluster Analysis of
Single-Cell Gene Expression Analysis of
Human ESC Subpopulations Grown in
mTeSR and Isolated by FACS
Cells grown in mTeSR condition were sepa-
rated and analyzed as in 1 but analyzed by
hierarchical clustering. Color scale bar de-
picts 1/CT values as in Figure 1. Cell clusters
referred to in text are identified by letters,
and gene clusters are identified by numbers.
See also Table S1.
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factors and established stem cell surface markers, a set of

genes that are predominantly involved in intercellular

signaling and were differentially expressed across subsets

of cells, and a set of genes associated with early lineage

specification.

The results are displayed in Figure 3. Transcripts for

canonical pluripotency genes OCT4, SOX2, and NANOG,

along with some well-established cell surface markers

used to identify human PSCs were found in the majority

of cells, though levels declined in the low and negative

subpopulations grown in FCS. The top, triple-high, or

high populations, maintained in FBS, KSR/FGF, or mTeSR,

expressed higher and more consistent levels of the genes

in the signaling category than mid, low, or negative popu-

lations. Lineage-specific genes were expressed at significant

levels in several populations, including triple-high cells

maintained in KSR/FGF, double-high and mid populations

in KSR/FGF or mTeSR, or low and negative populations

maintained in FCS.
Ste
The top population, isolated from cultures grown in

mTeSR, showed the most homogeneous pattern of gene

expression, with uniformly high levels of canonical plurip-

otency and signaling factors and little or no expression of

lineage-specific factors. Thus, the variance of gene expres-

sion and lineage priming in this population was minimal

compared to the other cell types. Triple-high cells isolated

from cultures grown in FCS or KSR/FGF also showed

limited variance in expression of canonical pluripotency

genes; however, this fraction grown in KSR/FGF showed

significant expression of lineage-specific genes, and triple-

high cells grown in FCS showed variable expression of

the signaling related genes.

Heterogeneity in Expression of Signaling Molecules at

the Protein Level and Their Regulation

We evaluated the expression of some of the signaling

proteins specific to the top, triple-high, and high popula-

tions using immunofluorescence staining on colonies
m Cell Reports j Vol. 2 j 881–895 j June 3, 2014 j ª2014 The Authors 885
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Table 1. Chromatin Immunoprecipitation Sequencing Data Showing Transcription Factor Binding Sites in Regulatory Regions of
Intercellular Signaling Genes Selectively Expressed in Top, Triple-High, or High Cell Subpopulations, Based on ENCODE Peak Calls in
H1 ESC ±10 kb of UCSC Transcript Models Using hg19 Assembly

NANOG RAD21 POU5F1 BCL11A TCF12 USF1

NODAL +a +a +a � +,a,b +a �
CER +a,b � � +a,b +a,b �
GDF3c +a +,a +a +a,b +a,b � �
ACVRIB +a,b +a � � � �
LEFTY1d +,a,b +a +a +,a +a +a,b +a,b +a,b

TDGF1e +,a,b +a,b � � � +,a,b +a,b �
CD9 +a,b +a,b +a,b � +a,b +a

ERBB3 � +,a,b +a � � +a,b +a,b

EPCAM +a,b � � � +,a,b +a,b �
EPHA1 � +,a,b +a,b � � � �
HAS3 +,a,b +a,b +,a,b +a,b � � � +,a,b +a,b

CDH3 � +a � � � +a,b

LCK +a,b +a,b � � +a,b �
Multiple entries indicate more than one binding site in the regulatory region.
aDNAase-hypersensitive site.
bH3K27Ac.
cNANOG site in distal regulatory region (Levasseur et al., 2008).
dApproximately �20 kb relative to start of transcription.
eTDGF1 is included because of its role as a coreceptor for GDF3 and NODAL.
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in situ. Figure S1 illustrates immunostaining (Table S2) and

quantitative image analysis for a number of antigens dis-

cussed above for cultures grown in FCS. Similar patterns

are seen for cells grown in KSR/FGF and mTeSR though

the gradations are less pronounced. The GCTM-2 antigens,

EPCAM and POU5F1, were expressed in a graded fashion

throughout the colony with highest levels at the edge. By

contrast, GDF3, the downstream nodal/activin effector

phospho-SMAD2/3, BMP mediators phospho-SMAD1/5/

8, CDH3, and BMP2/4, were detected mainly at the rim

of the colony.

The signalingmolecules thatmarked the top, triple-high,

and high subsets are involved in diverse pathways. Many

are constituents of the TGF beta superfamily of ligands

and receptors (NODAL, ACVR1B, GDF3, LEFTY1, and

CER1, TDGF1). LCK is known predominantly for its role
Figure 3. Violin Plots Showing Frequency of Cells Expressing Speci
Depicted in Figures 1 and 2
Column A, canonical pluripotency-associated genes and stem cell mark
in top, triple-high, and high subpopulations; column C, lineage-spec
subpopulations are shown from top to bottom, and growth conditions
each individual plot are 1/CT.; the width of each symbol indicates the

Ste
in T cell receptor signaling (Alarcón and van Santen,

2010). HAS3 encodes an enzyme responsible for the

biosynthesis of hyaluronic acid, an extracellular matrix

component of the embryonic environment suggested to

enhance human ESC maintenance (Choudhary et al.,

2007). CDH3, CD9, and EPCAM are cell substrate or cell

adhesion molecules. ERBB3 is a component of NRG1

signaling, which has been previously implicated in stem

cell maintenance (Wang et al., 2007).

To assess what might account for downregulation of

these genes in cells that still express canonical pluripotency

factors, we performed in silico analysis of transcription

factor binding sites in their putative regulatory regions

(Table 1). Many of the genes contained binding sites for

NANOG and its associated cohesin complex protein

RAD21 (Gao et al., 2013). A few genes also contained
fic Levels of Three Classes of Gene from the Single-Cell Analyses

ers; column B, intercellular signaling molecules expressed primarily
ific genes. Plots for top, triple-high, high, mid, low, and negative
are indicated underneath each set of plots. Values on the y axis of
frequency of cells at a given level of expression. See also Table S1.
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binding sites for POU5F1. In addition to these pluripo-

tency-associated genes and some general transcription fac-

tors, we also found binding sites for TCF12, BCL11A, and

USF1 in a number of the genes. TCF12 binds SMAD2/3 tar-

gets in a NODAL-dependent fashion in human ESCs (Yoon

et al., 2011). The roles of BCL11A orUSF1 in stem cellmain-

tenance are unknown.

Self-Renewal Capacity Is Highest in Cells at the Top of

the Hierarchy

We sought to relate single-cell gene expression patterns in

these cellular subsets to their biological features. The inter-

pretation of biological assays with hESC sorted in the flow

cytometer has been complicated by the very low levels of

survival observed following dissociation and sorting. How-

ever, the combined use of mTeSR with fibroblast feeder

layer support allowed levels of colony efficiency 10- to

20-fold higher than those in our previous studies, even

after flow cytometry. The results of colony forming studies

on cells grown in mTeSR are shown in Figure 4A. The top

population showed the highest level of self-renewal in

this assay (around 5%), with high cells somewhat lower,

and the mid population 5-fold less. Thus, the capacity of

cells for self-renewal declines markedly as cells move out

of the compartments at the top of the hierarchy, even un-

der optimal culture conditions for self-renewal.

We took two approaches to assess self-renewal of the sub-

populations under conditions that do not adversely affect

survival. First, we designed an assay for self-renewal that

reconstitutes cell-cell interactions and enables levels of

survival 50-fold higher than conventional colony assays.

We based this assay on reaggregation protocols originally

designed to promote single-cell survival in embryoid

bodies (Ng et al., 2005). In these experiments, we analyzed

cultures grown in KSR/FGF.We carried out limiting dilution
Figure 4. Self-Renewal and Differentiation Capacity of Subpopul
(A) Colony forming ability of top, high, and mid subpopulations of E
Figure 3A and then plated onto a feeder cell layer of mouse embryo fib
later. Differences between three biological replicates of top and high
sample t test p < 0.01; bars show SEM)
(B and C) Reaggregation assay for colony forming ability of subpopula
formed from a mixture of 1,000 HES3 wild-type high and five Envy-GFP
cell marker GCTM-2, green, GFP; blue, DAPI nuclear stain. (C) shows lim
of ESCs. y axis, log10 of the percentage of wells without a GFP-posit
population; black, high; blue, mid; green, combination of limiting di
were generated using a constant number of HES3 cells combined with
(D) Alternative assay for self-renewal based on localization of high,
colonies grown in FCS conditions. Small clusters of cells from the ed
serially passaged, and the degree of differentiation was assessed.
(E) Pluripotency is not limited to self-renewing compartment of huma
similarly able to form embryoid bodies following reaggregation and to
markers endoderm (AFP), mesoderm (a SMA), and ectoderm (nestin)
with similar results.

Ste
analysis, combining 1,000 wild-type cells from either the

high ormid fractionswith limiting numbers ofGFP-labeled

ENVY (Costa et al., 2005) cells from triple-high, high, or

mid populations. Following flow cytometry, the unlabeled

and labeled cells were reaggregated for 24 hr and replated

onto a fibroblast feeder cell layer, and colonies were stained

for DAPI and the stem cell marker GCTM-2 (Figure 4B).

Reaggregation resulted in levels of survival far higher

than in single-cell plating experiments for cells grown in

KSR/FGF (�5% without cell sorting compared to 0.1%–

0.5% for single-cell plating (Chan et al., 2008; Hasegawa

et al., 2006; Hough et al., 2009; Kolle et al., 2009; Rampalli

and Bhatia, 2012).

The results of the reaggregation/limiting dilution anal-

ysis on subpopulations reflected those of the single-cell

cloning experiments described above, carried out inmTeSR

medium (Figure 4C). Cells in the triple-high or high frac-

tions had much higher levels of self-renewal that those in

the mid population. Following reaggregation with wild-

type double-high cells, the colony forming efficiency of

the triple-high population (about 3%) approached that

seen in mTeSR, whereas that of the mid population was

only about 0.3%–0.5%.

Cocultivation of mid population GFP cells in limiting

dilution with wild-type high cells resulted in a higher

colony forming efficiency than that seen when the GFP-

labeled mid cells were combined with unlabeled mid cells,

suggesting that cell-cell interactions support self-renewal.

In a second series of studies, we took an alternate

approach of dissecting small clusters of �100 cells from

discrete regions of ESC colonies (edge, middle, and center),

corresponding to areas with high, mid, and low to negative

surface staining for stem cell antigens, replating these

clusters onto fibroblast feeder cell layers, and subjecting

the resulting colonies to serial cultivation over the course
ations of ESCs
SCs grown in mTeSR. Cell subpopulations were isolated as shown in
roblasts. Colonies of greater than 32 cells were counted 10–14 days
, and top and high or mid, are statistically significant (two paired

tions of ESCs grown in KRS/FGF. (B) shows a representative colony
high cells 5 days following reaggregation and replating. Red, stem
iting dilution analysis of colony forming ability of subpopulations

ive colony; x axis, number of GFP cells inoculated. Red, triple-high
lution of ENVY-labeled mid cells with wild-type cells. Reaggregates
decreasing numbers of input ENVY cells. Values are mean ± SE.
mid, and low subpopulations to edge, middle, and center of ESC

ge, middle, or adjacent center regions of human ESC colonies were

n ESC cultures. FACS-isolated high and mid cells grown in FCS were
generate outgrowths that stained positive for the primary germ layer
. Ten to 12 embryoid bodies from each subpopulation were stained
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of four passages. In contrast to results with single-cell

assays, clusters of cells from all colony regions were able

to reinitiate colonies in the first passage. However, as pre-

dicted by the flow cytometry/reaggregation assay, only

cell clusters from the edge of the colony were able to

continuously generate new stem cell colonies robustly.

Cell clusters from the center or middle underwent exten-

sive differentiation (Figures 4D and S2).

Pluripotency Is a Property of a Larger Subset of Cells

We next asked which cells in the population displayed

pluripotency. Following flow cytometry, cells in the high

and mid populations were reaggregated and placed into

an embryoid body outgrowth assay. Two weeks later, the

outgrowths were fixed and examined by immunofluores-

cence. Cells from either the high or mid fraction formed

embryoid bodies containing representatives of all three

germ layers with equal efficiency (Figure 4E). These results

indicate that pluripotency, as defined by embryoid body

formation, persists in the mid population, although its po-

tential for self-renewal is much less than that of the triple-

high and high populations. These results were reinforced

by quantitative gene expression studies (Figure 5D, below).

Lineage Primed Subpopulations

The data from cluster analyses suggested the existence of

significant subpopulations of lineage-primed progenitors,

specifically cells coexpressing either neural or extraembry-

onic endoderm lineage genes along with pluripotency

genes. For example, a subset of high and mid cells grown

in mTeSR expressed GATA4, GATA6, HNF4A, BMP2, and

MIXL1 (Figure 3).

Immunostaining revealed the presence of cell popula-

tions that were negative for the cell surfacemarker EPCAM,

but positive for the early neural determinant PAX6, toward

the central zone of colonies maintained in FCS (Figure 5A).
Figure 5. Lineage Primed Subpopulations of Human ESCs
Cells grown in serum and undergoing priming for neural specification w
colony, and their gene expression was analyzed by single-cell qRT-PC
(A and B) Expression of EPCAM and PAX6 proteins. (A) Immunocytoche
cultured in FBS. Clusters of PAX6-positive EPCAM-negative cells are
EPCAM staining in HES3 cells across each of four GCTM2/CD9 populat
EPCAM negative) were collected for analysis of gene expression by si
(C) Density dot plot of single-cell gene expression from the triple-ne
given as qPCR cycle threshold (Ct), with 15 being high expression and
expression (red dashed line). Ct values of 40 indicate no amplification
gene/cell qPCR. The percentages of single cells expressing a given gen
along the x axis.
(D) Gene expression in aggregate suspension cultures of small ESCs clu
colonies grown in FCS. y axis shows the fold change relative to undiffer
Aggregates from edge or middle region show multilineage capacity wh
and LHX2 transcripts. Values are mean ± SE of three biological replic
See also Figures S2–S5 and Tables S2 and S3.

Ste
By sorting cells that were low or triple negative for GCTM-

2, CD9, and EpCAM, we were able to enrich this cell popu-

lation and examine its gene expression at the single-cell

level (Figures 5B and 5C). In these experiments, we used a

different panel of markers that included some pluripo-

tency-associated markers along with a number of genes

characteristic of early neural lineages (Table S3). These cells

uniformly coexpressed pluripotency-associated genes

including SOX2, POU5F1, and DNMT3B along with neural

genes OTX2, PAX6, NESTIN MUSHASHI, and NCAM. Few if

any cells expressed genes characteristic of the mesodermal

or endodermal lineages. This population expressed inhibi-

tors of the BMP and Wnt pathways, including DKK1,

NOGGIN, and FSTN. Because it proved particularly difficult

to recover these cells in a viable state after flow cytometry,

to investigate their differentiation potential, we isolated

small clusters of cells from the edge, middle, adjacent

center, and center of ESC colonies and then transferred

them to neural progenitor medium. The cells from the

center region formed neurospheres containing progenitor

cells that were capable of differentiation into neurons (Fig-

ure S3). Gene expression studies of cells isolated from

discrete colony regions and transferred to suspension

culture confirmed that cells from the center of the colony

were biased toward neural differentiation, whereas cells

from the edge or middle of the colony expressed meso-

dermal or endodermal markers (Figure 5D).

In cultures maintained in KSR/FGF, stem cell colonies

were often surrounded by flattened epithelial cells that

could be readily isolated under phase contrast microscopy.

Immunofluorescence microscopy using markers of extra-

embryonic endoderm and pluripotency show that some

of these markers are coexpressed at the protein level (Fig-

ure S4). When these cells were manually isolated and

assayed for single-cell gene expression, they showed coex-

pression of canonical stem cell markers with markers of
ere isolated on the basis of immunostaining (A–C) or position in the
R or in embryoid body differentiation assays (D).
mical localization of EPCAM (green) and PAX6 (red) in HES3 colonies
localized near the center region of the colony. (B) Distribution of
ions as determined by FACS. The triple-negative cells (GCTM2, CD9,
ngle-cell qPCR.
gative population of hESC isolated by FACS. Expression values are
a cutoff of 28 Ct assigned as the lowest level of reliably detectable
detected within 40 qPCR cycles. Each data point represents a single-
e within each population (based on a cutoff of 28 Ct) are provided

mps from the edge, middle, adjacent to center, and center regions of
entiated ESCs; values for neural stem cells are shown for comparison.
ereas cells from adjacent center or center show high levels of PAX6
ates.
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the endoderm lineage, including GATA4, GATA6, HNF4A,

BMP2, BMP4, and MIXL1 (Figure S5). Notably, these cells

also strongly expressed CER, LEFTY1, and NODAL, along

with FN1.
DISCUSSION

Many recent studies have documented heterogeneity of

gene expression and lineage priming within PSC popula-

tions. One interpretation of these findings is that hetero-

geneity is an inherent feature of the pluripotent state.

This is a feasible hypothesis, because pluripotent cells exist

only within a transient time window of mammalian

embryonic development, during which they are poised to

undergo specification first toward extraembryonic, then

embryonic cell lineages. Mammalian development is plas-

tic and highly regulative, and pathways that affect ESC

specification in vitro can regulate the size of the pluripo-

tent cell population in vivo (Morris et al., 2012), suggesting

that the pluripotent population in vivo can readily un-

dergo state transitions. However, for a restricted point in

development in vivo, or under specific conditions

in vitro, pluripotent cells with prototypic patterns of gene

expression may exist locked into a pure state. Single-cell

analysis revealed that individual epiblast cells of the 64

cell stagemouse embryo expressed predominantly pluripo-

tency genes only, in contrast to cells at the 16 and 32 cell

stages, which coexpressed pluripotency genes along with

genes of the extraembryonic lineages (Guo et al., 2010).

Recent evidence suggests that mouse ESCs maintained

under conditions that maximize self-renewal are far more

homogenous in gene expression and epigenetic status

than cells maintained under conditions that are permissive

for spontaneous differentiation (Marks et al., 2012).

Our data on hESCs indeed confirm that heterogeneity is

certainly a function of stem cell microenvironment. Cells

maintained in FCS show heterogeneity in expression of

pluripotency genes and exist in a continuum between a

primordial self-renewing cell population and cells that are

primed toward neural differentiation. By contrast, the

majority of the cells maintained in KSR/FGF and feeder

layers are in the high and mid cell compartments, as are

those grown in MTeSR. Nonetheless, a significant subset

of cells grown in these conditions showed priming toward

the endodermal lineage. That the cells expressing HNF4a,

GATA6, and GATA4 most likely represent precursors of

extraembryonic endoderm rather than definitive endo-

derm is suggested by their coexpression of LEFTY1,

MIXL1, and CER1 along with pluripotency genes including

CD9 (Cheng et al., 2012; Perea-Gomez et al., 2002). It is

clear from our work and from many other published

studies that human ESCs can undergo differentiation into
892 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 2 j 881–895 j June 3, 2014 j ª2014 The Author
cells resembling primitive endoderm (Darr and Benvenisty,

2009; Feng et al., 2012; Hyslop et al., 2005; Pera et al., 2004;

Séguin et al., 2008; Sumi et al., 2007; Takayama et al.,

2011). Recent studies have identified cells of the primitive

endoderm lineage in the human conceptus (O’Leary et al.,

2012; Yan et al., 2013). O’Leary et al. (2012) showed that

the expression of GATA-4 and GATA-6 in the inner cell

mass and epiblast followed the temporal patterns seen

during mouse hypoblast development. Yan et al. (2013)

performed RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) on single cells

from late human blastocysts and classified cells as epiblast,

primitive endoderm, and trophectoderm. This study

showed considerable overlap in gene expression between

epiblast and primitive endoderm but not trophoblast. In

line with our results, GATA-4, GATA-6, HNF4A, NODAL,

LEFTY, GDF3, and TDGF1 were all expressed in epiblast

and primitive endoderm, which also expressed KRT8 at

high levels. These findings strongly suggest that the lineage

priming we have observed is a feature of normal human

development and are in line conceptually with the results

of Canham et al. (2010), who identified two subpopula-

tions of mouse ESCs, one predisposed to extraembryonic

differentiation, the other to somatic fates.

Our studies show that only a subpopulation of hESCs at

the top of the hierarchy possesses an extensive capacity

for self-renewal. Polanco et al. recently showed that cells

in this compartment could reestablish the continuum of

cell states seen in unfractionated cultures (Polanco et al.,

2013). Using a combination of three cell surface markers,

we isolated a minority hESC population with a high capac-

ity for self-renewal, uniformly high expression of pluripo-

tency-associated gene transcripts, and no expression of

lineage-specific genes. These are features of what has been

termed naive pluripotency. The widely accepted concept

that human ESCs grown under conventional culture

systems exist in a primed state is based on studies of the

properties of a heterogeneous population. Our studies

reveal the existence within that population of a subset of

cells with at least some properties of naive pluripotency.

The relationship of the cells we isolated to those recently

described by Gafni et al. (2013) or Chan et al. (2013)

remains to be determined.

Amuchbroaderproportionof cells in thehierarchy retain

pluripotency. These findings suggest that self-renewal and

pluripotency may be independently regulated. Previously,

Stewart et al. (2006) showed that SSEA-3-positive cells in

hESC cultures showed a higher cloning efficiency than

SSEA-3-negative cells, though both populations could

form teratomas. In both mouse and human, examination

of stem cell lines derived from germ cell tumors shows

that the capacity for self-renewal and the expression of a

pluripotent phenotype at themolecular level can be clearly

dissociated from biological pluripotency. Nullipotent stem
s
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cell lines, incapable of differentiation and locked into

continuous self-renewal, resemble pluripotent stem cell

lines in other aspects of their phenotype.

The self-renewing compartment that we have defined

may be inherently unstable. Cells in this compartment

are distinguished from the rest by their expression of a

particular subset of genes encoding intercellular signaling

molecules that includes ligands and receptors of the TGF-

beta signaling pathway. These data suggest, as indicated

by earlier studies (Peerani et al., 2007), that the decision

to self-renew may be governed to a significant degree by

the interplay of NODAL and BMP signaling. In human

ESCs, SMAD2/3 signaling lies upstream of the pluripotency

network and regulates NANOG (Vallier et al., 2009; Xu

et al., 2008). It is of interest that many genes we identified

as specific to the top, triple-high, or high populations

contain NANOG binding sites. Singh et al. (2012) have

shown that activation of PI3 kinase is critical to suppres-

sion of somatic cell differentiation that can be induced by

activin, Erk, and Wnt signals. Under our conditions of

serum-free culture, FGF-2 along with insulin could func-

tion to suppress somatic differentiation, whereas Nodal/

activin and ERBB2/ERBB3 signaling might be essential to

retain cells in the self-renewing compartment. It is signifi-

cant that cells in the top compartment express not only

high levels of factors that drive self-renewal but also factors

that antagonize it, including BMP2, BMP4, and LEFTY1.

Many of these genes also contain NANOG binding sites

in their regulatory regions, and, because NANOG is also

downstream of SMAD2/3 signaling (Xu et al., 2008), recip-

rocal NANOG regulation of the TGFB family members

could constitute a feedback loop that could be destabilized

rapidly if ligands became limiting. The presence of binding

sites for TCF12, a SMAD2/3/4 cofactor whose target

binding is alsoNODAL dependent, in several of these genes

further suggests an unstable feedback regulatory mecha-

nism for self-renewal.

Our results indicate that heterogeneity may be inherent

to a pluripotent cell that is poised to undergo specification

into extraembryonic or somatic lineages. Even if self-

renewal is driven strongly, and differentiation suppressed,

by epigenetic or genetic factors, PSCs may only be able to

exit the pluripotent compartment through a continuum

of intermediate states, in which lineage priming is a prom-

inent feature, rather than undertaking a quantum transi-

tion to a new cell state. Our results also indicate that it

may be difficult to define naive or primed states of pluri-

potency on the basis of population data alone.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Experimental procedures for culture and differentiation of human

embryonic stem cells and neural progenitor cells, induction of plu-
Ste
ripotency, indirect immunofluorescencemicroscopy, flow cytome-

try, and gene expression, image analysis, and statistical analysis

followed minor modifications to established protocols and are

described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Reaggregation Limiting Dilution Assays
For reaggregation assays, HES3 and ENVY cells in KSR/FGF culture

were treated with blebbistatin, dissociated, and stained with

GCTM2 and TG30, followed by secondary labeling with Alexa

Fluor 647 goat anti-mouse immunoglobulin (Ig) M (A21238)

and goat anti-mouse IgG2a-PE (P21139, Life Technologies),

respectively. Mouse feeder cells were gated out using anti-mouse

Thy1.2 PE-Cy7 (25-0902 eBioscience). HES3 and ENVY cells

were sorted into four populations based on the level of GCTM2

and TG30 staining (negative, low, mid, high) as described in

the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. Gated populations

were sorted directly into low-binding PCR tubes (Axygen 321-

02-501) containing 125 ml KSR culture media with blebbistatin

(10 mM) and FGF-2 (10 ng/ml). To generate a limiting dilution

series, a constant number of HES3 cells from the GCTM2 TG30

high or mid population was combined in each tube with

decreasing numbers of ENVY input cells also from the high or

mid populations. All four combinations were tested (HES3 high:

ENVY high, HES3 high: ENVY mid, HES3 mid: ENVY high,

HES3 mid: ENVY mid, as well as ENVY triple-high HES3 high).

Following sorting, PCR tubes containing cells were centrifuged

at 190 3 g for 3 min to induce aggregation. Small holes were

punched in the tops of the PCR tubes using an 18 gauge needle

to allow for gas exchange, and the tubes were returned to a

humidified 5% CO2, 37
�C incubator for 24 hr. Individual reaggre-

gates were then transferred from each PCR tube using a wide bore

pipette tip and placed into single wells of a 24-well plate contain-

ing irradiated mouse embryo fibroblasts (density of 15,000 cells/

cm2) in KSR/FGF. After 48 hr, the medium was changed daily for

3 days.

Resulting colonieswerewashedwith PBS andfixedwith 2%para-

formaldehyde for 30 min at room temperature prior to staining

with GCTM2 for 1 hr at room temperature. Cells were washed

with PBS and secondary antibody (Alexa Fluor 594 goat anti-mouse

IgM, 1:1000, Life Technologies 21044) was applied for 1 hr at room

temp. Cells were washed with PBS and nuclei counterstained with

Hoechst 33342 prior to imaging.

In Silico Transcription Factor Binding Analysis
Transcription factor binding was assessed for individual genes

using the ENCODE chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing

peak calls in H1 ESC ±10 kb of UCSC transcript models, using

hg19 assembly. A peak was considered to be evidence of transcrip-

tion factor binding when coincident and overlapping with two

additional ENCODE chromatin marks, DNase hypersensitivity,

and H3K27Ac.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental

Procedures, five figures, and three tables and can be found

with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.stemcr.

2014.04.014.
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